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Motivation and fast recap
We want to solve the stationary Schrödinger equation:

In order to do so, we minimize the energy of the system:given find

we need samples and the density
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Energy minimization as a non-parametric gradient flow

The energy defines a functional on the space of distributions:

We can minimize the energy doing the gradient descent:

(informally)

(formally)



Energy minimization as a non-parametric gradient flow

something

model:

target:



Energy minimization as a non-parametric gradient flow

something

model:

target:



Non-parametric gradient flow under 2-Wasserstein metric

The energy defines a functional on the space of distributions:

We can minimize the energy doing the gradient descent:

(what we had before)

(another gradient flow)



Non-parametric gradient flow under Wasserstein-2 metric

model:

target:

another something



Non-parametric gradient flow under Wasserstein-2 metric

model:

target:

another something
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How do we run them in practice?



One iteration of QVMC
1. Given the model of the density and samples:

2. Update the model minimizing the energy:

3. Update the samples to match the new density using MCMC:

Projection onto the 
parametric family



One iteration of WQMC
1. Given the model of the density and samples:

2. Update the model minimizing the energy:

3. Update the samples to match the new density using MCMC:

new parameters update
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Results (energy)

B (5 electrons)Be (4 electrons) Li2 (6 electrons) H10 (10 electrons)



Results (energy variance)

B (5 electrons)Be (4 electrons) Li2 (6 electrons) H10 (10 electrons)



Results (norm of the energy gradient)

B (5 electrons)Be (4 electrons) Li2 (6 electrons) H10 (10 electrons)



Fisher-Rao Gradient Flow 2-Wasserstein Gradient Flow

Why WQMC is better than QVMC?

Definitions:

PDEs:
different notion of closeness

reweights density by teleporting mass
propagates samples along this vector field



You will find more in the paper!

● Relation to imaginary-time evolution
● C-Wasserstein metric, where c is any convex function
● Interpolation between Fisher-Rao and C-Wasserstein
● Detailed derivations of the gradient flows
● Code and experiments details


